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TherapeuTic advances in 
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Plain language summary 

An analysis of 134 acute relapses of multiple sclerosis reveal sex differences influencing 
recovery from relapse

Sex-specific analyses are important in medicine, but more knowledge is still needed. 
Multiple sclerosis (MS) as an inflammatory disease of the brain and spinal cord mainly 
affects younger people who are at risk for development of disability. Disability may 
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Abstract
Background: Reporting of sex-specific analyses in multiple sclerosis (MS) is sparse. Disability 
accrual results from relapses (relapse-associated worsening) and independent thereof 
(progression independent of relapses).
Objectives: A population of MS patients during relapse treated per standard of care was 
analyzed for sex differences and short-term relapse outcome (3–6 months) as measured by 
Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) change.
Design: Single-center retrospective study.
Methods: We analyzed 134 MS relapses between March 2016 and August 2020. All events 
required relapse treatment (steroids and/or plasma exchange). Demographic, disease, and 
paraclinical characteristics [cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)] 
were displayed separated by sex. Multivariable linear regression was run to identify factors 
associated with short-term EDSS change.
Results: Mean age at relapse was 38.4 years (95% confidence interval: 36.3–40.4) with a 
proportion of 71.6% women in our cohort. Smoking was more than twice as prevalent in 
men (65.8%) than women (32.3%). In- and after-relapse EDSSs were higher in men [men: 
3.3 (2.8–3.9), women: 2.7 (2.4–3.0); men: 3.0 (1.3–3.6); women: 1.8 (1.5–2.1)] despite similar 
relapse intervention. Paraclinical parameters revealed no sex differences. Our primary 
model identified female sex, younger age, and higher EDSS at relapse to be associated with 
EDSS improvement. A higher immunoglobulin G (IgG) quotient (CSF/serum) was associated 
with poorer short-term outcome [mean days between first relapse treatment and last EDSS 
assessment 130.2 (79.3–181.0)].
Conclusion: Sex and gender differences are important in outcome analyses of MS relapses. 
Effective treatment regimens need to respect putative markers for a worse outcome to 
modify long-term prognosis such as clinical and demographic variables, complemented by 
intrathecal IgG synthesis. Prospective trials should be designed to address these differences 
and confirm our results.
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result from acute relapses of the disease that insufficiently recover. Our analysis aimed 
to assess sex differences with a special focus on the acute relapse and 3 to 6 months 
later on average. We collected existing data from our center and identified 134 relapse 
events with sufficient data for further analysis. All relapses were treated with medical 
(high-dose steroids) and/or interventional treatment (plasma exchange). We analyzed the 
influence of sex, age, smoking, relapse severity, relapse treatment and other treatment 
(immunotherapy) for MS. In a second analysis, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and imaging 
(MRI) parameters were included. Our cohort consisted of 72% women. The mean age 
was 38 years. Smoking was twice as common in men (66%) than in women (32%). Men 
also experienced more severe disability in and after the relapse. Several other factors 
were similar between men and women. Female sex and younger age were associated 
with lower disability after a relapse. Paradoxically, also higher disability in the relapse 
was associated with lower disability later on. This might be a statistical phenomenon and 
partly explained by overall low disability levels in our analysis. It might therefore not be 
true for more advanced disease stages with higher disability. The presence of a certain 
CSF marker (intrathecal IgG synthesis) was associated with higher disability after the 
relapse. Our analysis thus identified markers associated with different relapse recovery, 
male vs. female sex being one of them.

Keywords: EDSS, gender, MS, plasma exchange, steroid
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Introduction
Multiple sclerosis (MS) represents a neurological 
disorder with rising prevalence worldwide.1 Most 
commonly, affected persons suffer from a relaps-
ing onset.2,3 Recent evidence underscores the 
importance of early neurodegeneration and disa-
bility accrual independently of relapses, so-called 
progression independent of relapses, in relapsing-
onset MS.4–6 However, it has been demonstrated 
that early relapse-associated worsening (RAW) 
and most importantly early relapse activity per se 
represent relevant predictors of long-term disabil-
ity and conversion to secondary progressive dis-
ease.2,7,8 Yet, only RAW seemed to be modifiable 
with early immunomodulatory treatment.7 
Effective relapse treatment will thus remain an 
important therapeutic tool to lower RAW and 
modify long-term prognosis in MS.

A more individualized relapse treatment approach 
based on potential predictors of relapse outcome 
still represents an unmet need in MS treatment. 
Risk factors of poor relapse recovery have been 
described and include male sex, higher age at 
relapse, longer disease duration, and relapse char-
acteristics such as motor and cerebellar 

involvement.9–11 Data on paraclinical markers, for 
example, black holes in brain magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) seem less robust.10

To pave the way for personalized approaches, the 
understanding of sex-specific differences seems 
basic, but crucial. With regard to MS and more 
specifically relapse outcome, contradictory ele-
ments persist. As an example, in relapse-onset MS, 
male sex has been found to be associated with 
faster disability accrual in an MSBase analysis,12 
but not in the German MS registry.3 Likewise, 
male sex was associated with worse relapse recov-
ery,10 but not identified as a generalizable indicator 
of aggressive MS or significantly influencing MS 
severity scale (MSSS) modeling.13,14 Interestingly, 
sex differences in relapse presentation seem robust 
over different study settings with more motor and 
cerebellar involvement in men and more sensory 
and visual symptoms in women.3,9 Taken together, 
these data with poorer relapse recovery and more 
motor involvement in men might suggest a general 
effect of male sex on higher disability progression11 
indicating that additional factors must play a role. 
Among the latter surely are patient age, disease 
duration, and disease-modifying treatment 
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(DMT),2,10,13 but also individual and possibly gen-
der-influenced behavioral factors, especially smok-
ing15–20 and obesity.21

We here set out to describe to what extent male 
and female MS patients during relapse treated 
per standard of care differ in relapse presentation 
and severity, demographic, sociocultural, and dis-
ease characteristics, and to analyze demographic, 
clinical, and paraclinical [cerebrospinal fluid 
(CSF) and MRI] factors potentially associated 
with short-term relapse outcome (after 
3–6 months) as measured by Expanded Disability 
Status Scale (EDSS) change.

Methods

Study design and participants
In this retrospective study, adult patients with 
relapsing forms of MS (including clinically iso-
lated syndrome,  relapsing-remitting and second-
ary progressive MS with relapse) were identified 
from clinical records having received steroid and/
or plasma exchange (PLEX) treatment between 
March 2016 and August 2020. All patients were 
treated within routine clinical care in the 
Department of Neurology, Inselspital, Bern 
University Hospital (Switzerland). PLEX was 
performed during routine clinical care as described 
elsewhere by our group.22

Assessment plan and outcomes
The following parameters were retrospectively 
identified from the electronic patient files:

-  Demographics [sex, age at relapse, smoking 
status (yes/no)].

-  MS disease characteristics [disease course 
and duration, first relapse (yes/no), prior 
PLEX treatment (yes/no), DMT at 
relapse].

-  Current relapse characteristics [onset and 
symptoms of current relapse, characterized 
by EDSS total score23 and affected func-
tional systems, visual acuity (in case of optic 
neuritis) before, at relapse and after each 
course of relapse treatment, all adminis-
tered relapse treatments including dosages/
number of sessions].

The descriptive analysis aimed to assess potential 
sex differences of these parameters.

The consecutive primary analysis aimed to detect 
whether these factors were associated with EDSS 
change from first relapse assessment to last assess-
ment after relapse treatment.

In exploratory subgroup analyses, we performed 
the same analysis for mono- and polysympto-
matic events, separately, and likewise for mainly 
visual, brainstem, motor, and sensory events.

For those patients with available CSF and MRI as 
part of their relapse work-up, the following 
parameters were additionally assessed:

-  Immunoglobulin G (IgG) quotient (CSF/
serum), IgM quotient (CSF/serum), IgA 
quotient (CSF/serum), albumin quotient 
(CSF/serum), total CSF protein, total CSF 
white blood cell count, presence of CSF-
restricted oligoclonal bands (OCB).

-  Brain MRI: presence of leptomeningeal 
enhancement, presence of any and number 
of gadolinium-enhancing lesions/paramag-
netic rim lesions/central vein sign lesions/
black holes/diffusion-restricted lesions.

-  Spinal MRI: presence of any and number of 
gadolinium-enhancing lesions.

-  Orbital MRI: presence of gadolinium 
enhancement or edema of the optic nerve.

-  Presence of a gadolinium-enhancing lesion 
corresponding to the relapse symptoms.

As patient numbers were expectedly lower in these 
subgroups, these paraclinical factors were investigated 
as an exploratory outcome in the model, as well.

Statistical analyses
The group comparisons between men and women 
were performed using Mann–Whitney test or 
Fisher’s exact test for frequency distributions, 
respectively. Bonferroni adjustment to control for 
multiple comparison has been performed for CSF 
and MRI marker sets in comparison of sex effects, 
as indicated in Table 1.

A multivariable linear regression (mvReg) was 
run to analyze the change in EDSS from first 
assessment at relapse to EDSS after the last 
relapse treatment for all relapse events (primary 
outcome) irrespective of the relapse phenotype. 
Sex, age at relapse, smoking status (yes versus no), 
total EDSS at relapse, administered steroid dos-
age (up to 3 g methyl prednisolone equivalent 
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Table 1. Demographic, clinical, and paraclinical characteristics of the cohort.

Variable Total cohort (n = 134 
events in 113 persons)

Women (n = 96 events 
in 79 persons)

Men (n = 38 in 34 
persons)

p Value

(A) Basic demography and disease course

Female sex (n, %) 96/134 (71.6%) – –  

Age at relapse (years; mean, 95% CI) 38.4 (36.3–40.4) 37.0 (34.7–39.3) 41.8 (37.5–46.1) 0.06

Current smoking (n, %) 56/134 (41.8%) 31/96 (32.3) 25/38 (65.8) <0.001

MS disease course (n, %)

 CIS 6/134 (4.5%) 5/96 (5.2%) 1/38 (2.6%) 0.68

 RMS 128/134 (95.5%) 91/96 (94.8%) 37/38 (97.4%)

MS disease duration at index relapse (years; mean, 95% CI; available for 
n = 131)

6.3 (4.9–7.7) 5.0 (3.6–6.4) 9.9 (6.5–13.2) 0.02

First relapse (n, %) 42/134 (31.3%) 32/96 (33.3%) 10/38 (26.3%) 0.54

Prior PLEX (n, %; available for n = 127) 18/127 (14.2%) 16/93 (17.2%) 2/34 (5.9%) 0.15

(B) Relapse characteristics

- Monosymptomatic relapse (n, %) 72/132 (54.5%) 54/94 (57.4%) 18/38 (47.4%) 0.34

- Polysymptomatic relapse (n, %) 60/132 (45.5%) 40/94 (42.6%) 20/38 (52.6%)

Main relapse symptom (n, %)

Visual 37 (27.6%) 30 (31.3%) 7 (18.4%) 0.15

Brainstem 16 (11.9%) 13 (13.5%) 3 (7.9%)

Sensory 32 (23.9%) 20 (20.8%) 12 (31.6%)

Pyramidal 11 (8.2%) 5 (5.2%) 6 (15.8%)

Bowel/bladder 2 (1.5%) 1 (1.0%) 1 (2.6%)

Combinations/unclassifiable 36 (26.9%) 27 (28.1%) 9 (23.7%)

If not first relapse: EDSS before current relapse (mean, 95% CI; available 
for n = 70)

2.2 (1.8–2.7) 1.7 (1.3–2.2) 3.2 (2.4–4.1) 0.001

EDSS during current relapse before first relapse treatment (mean, 95% CI) 2.9 (2.6–3.1) 2.7 (2.4–3.0) 3.3 (2.8–3.9) 0.02

EDSS after last relapse treatment (mean, 95% CI) 2.1 (1.9–2.4) 1.8 (1.5–2.1) 3.0 (1.3–3.6) <0.001

EDSS change during current relapse (before first to after last relapse 
treatment; mean, 95% CI)

−0.7 [−0.9 to (−0.5)] −0.9 [−1.1 to (−0.6)] −0.4 (−0.6 to 0.14) 0.01

(C) Relapse treatments

Time between first symptoms of present relapse and start of first relapse 
treatment (days; mean, 95% CI; available for n = 131)

35.0 (2.9–46.1) 35.2 (22.2–48.2) 34.5 (12.1–56.9) 0.99

Time between first relapse treatment and last EDSS assessment (days; 
mean, 95% CI)

130.2 (79.3–181.0) 102.3 (76.4–128.2) 200.6 (30.1–371.0) 0.24

Steroid dosage, total (g; mean, 95% CI) 4.9 (4.4–5.5) 5.3 (4.6–6.1) 4.0 (3.2–4.9) 0.21

PLEX (n, %) 47/134 (35.1%) 38/96 (39.6%) 9/38 (23.7%) 0.11

(D) Disease-modifying treatment at relapse (n, %)

- yes 49/134 (36.6%) 34/96 (41.7%) 15/38 (42.1%) 0.69

(Continued)
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Variable Total cohort (n = 134 
events in 113 persons)

Women (n = 96 events 
in 79 persons)

Men (n = 38 in 34 
persons)

p Value

Interferon-beta formulations 6 6 0

Glatiramer acetate 3 3 0

Dimethylfumarate 16 12 4

Teriflunomide 2 2 0

Fingolimod 16 9 7

Ocrelizumab 3 2 1

Rituximab 3 0 3

(E) CSF parameters (Bonferroni adjusted significance level of p value = 0.007)

IgG quotient (CSF/serum; *10−3; mean, 95% CI; available for n = 87) 5.0 (4.3–5.7) 5.1 (4.1–6.1) 4.7 (4.0–5.5) 0.24

IgM quotient (CSF/serum; *10−3; mean, 95% CI; available for n = 59) 1.0 (0.7–1.4) 1.1 (0.6–1.5) 1.0 (0.7–1.3) 0.04

IgA quotient (CSF/serum; *10−3; mean, 95% CI; available for n = 61) 1.9 (1.6–2.3) 1.8 (1.4–2.3) 2.2 (1.8–2.6) 0.01

Albumin quotient (CSF/serum; *10−3; mean, 95% CI; available for n = 87) 5.7 (5.1–6.3) 5.4 (4.7–6.2) 6.5 (5.6–7.3) 0.01

Total CSF protein (g/l; mean, 95% CI; available for n = 90) 0.4 (0.3–0.4) 0.4 (0.3–0.4) 0.4 (0.4–0.5) 0.01

Total CSF white blood cell count (M/l; mean, 95% CI; available for n = 81) 16.0 (4.0–28.0) 19.8 (3.1–36.6) 6.5 (3.6–9.4) 0.40

CSF-restricted oligoclonal bands, yes (n, %; available for n = 67) 61/67 (91.0) 16/18 (88.9) 45/49 (91.8) 0.66

(F) MRI parameters (Bonferroni adjusted significance level of p value = 0.004)

Brain: Number of new T2/FLAIR lesions* (mean, 95% CI; available for 
n = 131)

9.2 (6.4–12.1) 9.8 (6.5–13.2) 7.7 (2.2–13.3) 0.18

Brain: Number of Gad-enhancing lesions (mean, 95% CI; available for 
n = 130)

2.9 (1.3–4.6) 3.4 (1.2–5.7) 1.6 (0.6–2.7) 0.31

Brain: Number of iron rim lesions (mean, 95% CI; available for n = 72) 0.2 (0.1–0.4) 0.2 (0.0–0.4) 0.3 (0.1–0.6) 0.91

Brain: Number of lesions with central vein sign (mean, 95% CI; available for 
n = 72)

2.4 (1.8–3.1) 2.4 (1.6–3.1) 2.7 (1.4–3.9) 0.67

Brain: Number of black holes (mean, 95% CI; available for n = 126) 9.4 (5.5–13.4) 8.1 (3.8–12.3) 12.8 (3.9–21.6) 0.09

Brain: Number of diffusion-restricted lesions (mean, 95% CI; available for 
n = 128)

1.8 (0.2–3.4) 2.2 (−0.1 to 4.5) 0.8 (0.2–1.5) 0.29

Brain: Leptomeningeal enhancement, yes (n, %; available for n = 95) 7/95 (7.4) 4/68 (5.9) 3/27 (11.1) 0.40

Spinal cord: Number of new T2 lesions* (mean, 95% CI; available for n = 99) 2.7 (0.7–4.7) 1.9 (1.3–2.6) 4.9 (−2.9 to 12.6) 0.37

Spinal cord: Number of Gad-enhancing lesions (mean, 95% CI; available for 
n = 98)

0.4 (0.2–0.5) 0.3 (0.2–0.4) 0.6 (0.2–1.0) 0.33

Orbita: ON Gad-enhancement, yes (n, %; available for n = 35) 29/35 (82.9) 6/8 (75.0) 23/27 (85.2) 0.60

Orbita: ON edema, yes (n, %; available for n = 35) 30/35 (85.7) 7/8 (87.5) 23/27 (85.2) 1.00

Gad-enhancing lesion corresponding to relapse symptoms, yes (n, %; 
available for n = 124)

81/124 (65.3) 63/89 (70.8) 18/35 (51.4) 0.06

Bonferroni adjustment of p value level was performed for the marker sets of CSF and MRI. Significant results displayed in bold.
*All lesions were counted as new in case of first performed MRI.
95% CI, 95% confidence interval; CIS, clinically isolated syndrome; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; EDSS, expanded disability status scale; FLAIR, fluid attenuated inverse 
recovery; Gad, gadolinium; IgA/IgG/IgM, immunoglobulin A/G/M; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; MS, multiple sclerosis; ON, optic nerve; PLEX, plasma exchange; 
RMS, relapsing forms of MS.

Table 1. (Continued)
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versus more than 3 g reflecting clinical routine of 
steroid dose escalation), PLEX treatment for cur-
rent relapses (yes versus no), and disease modify-
ing treatment at relapse (yes versus no) were 
included as independent variables.

As an exploratory analysis, different relapses phe-
notypes were separately investigated. The same 
mvReg model and independent variables were 
thus applied to monosymptomatic and polysymp-
tomatic relapses as well as relapses classified by 
main affected functional domain.

In an additional exploratory analysis, CSF and 
MRI parameters were separately added to the 
mvReg model and the most promising CSF and 
MRI candidate parameter each was integrated 
into the final CSF + MRI model.

Adjusted Nagelkerke’s R2 is reported for each 
model. The variance inflation factor (VIF) is given 
in each model to address potential collinearity 
between variables with VIF of 5 or more indicat-
ing an interrelation. p values <0.05 were consid-
ered as significant in multivariable analyses.

The software used was SPSS Statistic 25 (IBM 
Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).

Results

Characteristics of the cohort and comparison 
of sexes
Expectedly, the cohort consisted of more female 
(71.6%) than male MS patients. Overall, female 

and male patients exhibited similar demographic 
and clinical characteristics (Table 1).

However, remarkable differences were detected 
for smoking behavior being more than twice as 
common in men. Men had a longer disease dura-
tion than women and a higher EDSS before the 
index relapse, during and thereafter. The EDSS 
difference from in- to after-relapse was thus larger 
in women despite similar relapse treatment pat-
terns and timings. The DMT distribution, CSF, 
and MRI parameters revealed no significant 
differences.

Demographic and clinical factors associated 
with EDSS change after relapse treatment
We identified female sex, younger age, and a 
higher EDSS during relapse as factors associated 
with a higher chance of EDSS improvement after 
relapse treatment. Smoking, relapse treatment 
parameters, and DMT were not associated with 
the change in EDSS (Figure 1).

When stratifying relapse events by mono- ver-
sus polysymptomatic presentation, thus with 
lower event numbers in both groups, the sex 
effect only demonstrated a trend in mono-
symptomatic relapses whereas all other parts of 
the analyses display similar results [Figure 2(a) 
and (b)].

The subgroup analyses of different relapse phe-
notypes with 11–37 events per group did not 
demonstrate robust findings (Supplemental 
Table 1, Section 4–7).

Figure 1. Multivariable linear regression analysis of all relapses (primary analysis) irrespective of relapse phenotype. Dependent 
variable (outcome): change in EDSS from first assessment at relapse to EDSS after the last relapse treatment. Independent 
variables: sex, age at relapse, smoking status (yes versus no), total EDSS at relapse, administered steroid dosage (up to 3 g methyl 
prednisolone equivalent versus more than 3 g), plasma exchange treatment for current relapse (yes versus no), and disease-
modifying treatment at relapse (yes versus no). n = 134 events, adjusted Nagelkerke’s R2 0.27, variance inflation factor for all 
independent variables below 1.8. Significant associations for female sex, age at relapse, and EDSS at relapse, all other investigated 
independent variables did not demonstrate a significant association with EDSS change (Supplemental Table 1).
95% CI, 95% confidence interval; EDSS, expanded disability status scale; PLEX, plasma exchange.
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CSF- and MRI-related factors associated with 
EDSS change after relapse treatment
The mvReg model of the primary outcome 
(Figure 1) was used to add each CSF and MRI 
parameter, separately, in order to identify 
potential candidate markers for EDSS change 
after relapse treatment. The most promising 
candidate of the CSF set, IgG quotient [CSF/
serum; regression coefficient 0.06 (95% CI: 
0.00–0.11, p = 0.04)], and of the MRI set, pres-
ence of a Gadolinium enhancing lesion corre-
sponding to relapse symptoms [regression 
coefficient −0.43 (95% CI −0.89 to 0.03, 
p = 0.06)], were then included in a common 
mvReg model including CSF + MRI candidates 
(Figure 3). Herein, only the higher IgG quotient 
was associated with a higher EDSS after relapse 
in addition to the clinical markers mentioned 
afore.

Discussion
Sex differences in several neurological disorders 
are still poorly understood.24,25 The current anal-
ysis focused on sex differences in MS relapse and 
potential factors associated with short-term 
relapse outcome as measured by EDSS change.

Within our study, we confirm behavioral and thus 
probably more gender-attributed differences 
between men and women, reflected by the more 
than twice as high proportion of smokers in male 
persons.19 The two groups exhibited some basic 
differences, especially longer disease duration and 
higher EDSS prior to the index event in men. An 
interrelation of these two factors is likely. 
However, whether the higher EDSS in men is 
driven by the longer disease duration or addition-
ally influenced by smoking behavior, as robustly 
shown before,15–20 cannot be answered by our 

Figure 2. Multivariable linear regression analysis of mono- and polysymptomatic relapses (exploratory 
analysis). Dependent variable (outcome): change in EDSS from first assessment at relapse to EDSS after 
the last relapse treatment. Independent variables: sex, age at relapse, smoking status (yes versus no), total 
EDSS at relapse, administered steroid dosage (up to 3 g methyl prednisolone equivalent versus more than 3 g), 
plasma exchange treatment for current relapse (yes versus no), and disease-modifying treatment at relapse 
(yes versus no). (a) Monosymptomatic: n = 72 events, adjusted Nagelkerke’s R2 0.26, VIF for all independent 
variables below 1.8. Significant associations for age at relapse, EDSS at relapse and smoking status (not on 
graph), all other investigated independent variables did not demonstrate a significant association with EDSS 
change (Supplemental Table 1). (b) Polysymptomatic: n = 60 events, adjusted Nagelkerke’s R2 0.36, VIF for all 
independent variables below 1.8. Significant associations for female sex, age at relapse, and EDSS at relapse; 
all other investigated independent variables did not demonstrate a significant association with EDSS change 
(Supplemental Table 1).
95% CI, 95% confidence interval; EDSS, expanded disability status scale; VIF, variance inflation factor.
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data. Of note, persons experiencing their first 
clinical relapse (31.3%) were not included in this 
pre-relapse EDSS, which is why we refrained 
from calculating the EDSS difference pre- to dur-
ing relapse.

Relapse characteristics (mono- versus polysymp-
tomatic or affected functional domains) them-
selves did not differ between sexes in our cohort 
unlike other cohorts.3,9 This might be explained 
by the fact that patients were included due to the 
initiation of relapse treatment. Untreated relapses 
are not part of our analysis. Relapses with non-
disabling symptoms may thus be underrepre-
sented although of importance for long-term 
disability.8

Comparing during and post-relapse disability lev-
els of men and women, both the absolute disabil-
ity and the dynamics after treatment differ by sex 
disadvantaging men in line with previous data10,11 
although timing and treatment regimen during 
relapse did not differ between men and women 
reflecting a monocentric treatment pattern. 
Respecting that we are discussing effects on a 
group level, it may cautiously be stated that the 
EDSS change, as defined for our primary out-
come in the regression model reflecting during- to 
post-relapse EDSS differences, displays a clini-
cally meaningful change with mean EDSS 
improvements of 0.9 for women and 0.4 for men 
(Table 1).

CSF and imaging parameters did not display sig-
nificant sex differences in our analysis. However, 
there are some interesting numerical differences 
in MRI parameters between men and women that 
could be indicative of more progressive features 
and spinal cord involvement in men as compared 
to higher disease activity in women. This remains 
speculative due to the retrospective design and 
small sample size for these subanalyses in our 
study. Additional larger-scale data investigating 
the suggested CSF and MRI parameters will be 
valuable to further understand sex differences in 
MS-related pathophysiology.26,27

The primary mvReg analysis underscores the sex-
specific difference in EDSS change with an asso-
ciation of EDSS improvement for women. Higher 
age negatively impacts relapse-associated EDSS 
change. These factors are in line with previous 
data.2,10 Bearing in mind the sex differences for 
disease duration and pre-relapse EDSS, we can-
not rule out an impact of these two factors on our 
primary outcome variable. The pre-relapse EDSS 
is only available for a subgroup of patients (n = 70) 
hampering a direct comparison with during- and 
post-relapse EDSS values. However, as the in-
relapse EDSS difference between men and 
women is smaller than the post-relapse EDSS dif-
ference, we still deem that recovery is different 
between women and men, as measured by our 
primary outcome, the EDSS change. Potentially 
influenced by limited sample sizes, the time 

Figure 3. Multivariable linear regression analysis of all relapses irrespective of relapse phenotype 
including CSF + MRI candidate (exploratory analysis). Dependent variable (outcome): change in EDSS from 
first assessment at relapse to EDSS after the last relapse treatment. Independent variables: sex, age at 
relapse, smoking status (yes versus no), total EDSS at relapse, administered steroid dosage (up to 3 g methyl 
prednisolone equivalent versus more than 3 g), plasma exchange treatment for current relapse (yes versus no), 
disease-modifying treatment at relapse (yes versus no), IgG quotient (CSF/serum, ×10−3), and presence of a 
gadolinium-enhancing lesion corresponding to the relapse symptoms (yes versus no). n = 82 events, adjusted 
Nagelkerke’s R2 0.47, variance inflation factor for all independent variables below 1.9. Significant associations 
for female sex, age at relapse, EDSS at relapse, and IgG quotient (CSF/serum); all other investigated 
independent variables did not demonstrate a significant association with EDSS change (Supplemental Table 1).
95% CI, 95% confidence interval; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; EDSS, expanded disability status scale; IgG, immunoglobulin G; 
MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.
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intervals between first relapse treatment and last 
EDSS assessment display a wide range, especially 
in men, whereas the symptom onset to relapse 
treatment initiation intervals were considerably 
small with only a small range (Table 1). For nei-
ther of these time intervals, a significant sex dif-
ference was detected, and most importantly, no 
additional relapses occurred within this post-
relapse observational period.

A higher EDSS during relapse as a factor for 
improvement rather reflects a statistical phenom-
enon as the chances for improvement are per se 
higher within the EDSS range of our cohort. This 
counterintuitive phenomenon will possibly be 
mitigated in higher EDSS ranges where the likeli-
hood of change is lower.

We did not detect an influence of the steroid dos-
age (less or more than 3 g methylprednisolone 
equivalent) or PLEX (yes or no) on short-term 
EDSS change. This might indicate that these 
treatments are able to modify relapse outcomes in 
the way that more severe relapses with the neces-
sity of higher steroid dosage or PLEX display 
similar outcomes as the less severe relapses due 
to, but not despite of treatment. A similar effect 
has been demonstrated earlier for steroid- versus 
untreated relapses where steroid treatment was 
more likely to ‘result in’ disability.11 Effects of 
smoking and DMT were not seen in our analysis 
investigating short-term effects with the last 
EDSS assessment within 3–6 months after the 
index event. For both factors, exposure rather 
seems to be cumulative and thus represent a long-
term contributor to worse (smoking) or better 
(DMT) prognosis.2,8,18–20 Previous smoking 
behavior was not available for our analysis, but 
may be a relevant mediating factor for relapse 
outcome.

As a limitation for our primary analysis, we were 
not able to derive proper data on previous disease 
activity, for example, an annualized relapse rate, 
based on the available retrospective information. 
In addition, our retrospective approach may not 
delineate direct causality of the variables included 
in the regression model, but only describe associ-
ations. As an example, it may not be the age at 
relapse per se that drives the association with 
relapse recovery, but that age rather is a proxy for 
other factors mediated or influenced by age, but 
not available in our retrospective dataset.

Being aware of the shortcomings in using the 
EDSS as an outcome parameter, for example, 
due to the limited sensitivity to change – yet, 
being the one most robustly documented in clini-
cal routine28 and thus used in this retrospective 
analysis – we decided to add exploratory analyses 
on different relapse phenotypes. These did not 
add major novel insights to the primary analysis 
and seem less robust due to lower sample sizes of 
the subgroups. A more granular analysis of recov-
ery of different relapse phenotypes may not only 
require higher sample sizes, but also more specific 
outcome parameters, starting with the affected 
functional system score, visual acuity, or addi-
tional specific parameters such as color vision and 
low contrast visual acuity which were not availa-
ble in our cohort.

However, in the attempt to find additional para-
clinical markers predictive of short-term relapse 
EDSS change, higher intrathecal IgG synthesis 
was associated with worse outcome. The pres-
ence of intrathecal IgG synthesis has been associ-
ated with worse long-term outcome.29 Our 
analysis thus hints at a dose-dependent effect of 
intrathecal IgG synthesis and underscores the 
additional value of this quantitative measure over 
the sole detection of CSF-restricted OCBs for 
prognostic purposes.

Unlike previous associations of black holes with 
poorer relapse outcome,10 several MRI parame-
ters were not prognostic in our analysis. Whereas 
this previous analysis has assessed the question 
whether the presence or absence of black holes 
might be associated with outcome, we explored a 
potential effect of the number of lesions and of 
the presence of specific lesional patterns. As black 
holes are indicative of pronounced neuroaxonal 
damage, the hypothesis of their prognostic value 
might still be reasonable. Yet, both studies have 
the limitations of a retrospective design and lim-
ited event numbers.

In summary, our data argue for an individualized 
relapse treatment approach respecting a set of 
prognostic factors, sex being one of them, yet, 
mainly with the goal to reduce the threshold for 
effective relapse treatments than to restrict more 
aggressive relapse treatments to those popula-
tions at highest risk for a worse outcome. Our 
data underscore that effective relapse treatments 
including ultra-high-dose steroid (>3 g) and 
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PLEX modulate more severe relapses. Persons 
with risk factors for poorer prognosis should be 
promoted to receive escalated relapse treatment 
regimens early and not only with most severe 
presentations as the relevance of relapses for long-
term prognosis has robustly been demonstrated, 
also for less disabling events.2,8,11 The contribu-
tion of RAW to long-term prognosis can, thus, be 
influenced by effective relapse treatment and 
DMT.2,11

The main limitations of our study are the retro-
spective design and limited sample size, especially 
relevant for the male sex as this group is expect-
edly smaller. However, we consider the set of 
markers investigated here to be valuable for fur-
ther prospective studies of larger size to corrobo-
rate and expand. Additional fluid biomarkers 
such as serum neurofilament light chain and 
serum glial fibrillary acidic protein might add to a 
multidimensional marker set for inflammatory 
and neurodegenerative features of MS6 and thus 
enable individualized decision making. Of note, 
the gap in the reporting of sex-specific data 
including potentially different threshold values 
for men and women needs to be overcome, and 
trial designs should be tailored and adapted 
accordingly.
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